FABRIC

WINDO W AWNINGS &
DOOR CANOPIES

Traditional Window Awnings
with Sides

Window Awnings
SOLAR SOLUTIONS
FOR WINDO W S

NuImage® Pro offers fabric window
awnings to fit almost any window style.
Models include traditional, casement,
and roll-up designs. Made to be both
attractive and durable, they can help to
significantly reduce your summer
cooling costs while protecting indoor
furnishings from sun fade.

Casement Window Awning

Window Awnings help to lower summer
energy costs by reducing solar heat gain
up to 77%
Styles for almost any type of window,
including traditional and casement
Boost curb appeal by matching with a
NuImage® Pro fabric door canopy for a
unified, cohesive exterior design
Not meant for use in snow; easy to remove
and store in winter, and quickly re-attach in
the spring

SUNBRELLA®
With hundreds of fabric options in solids, stripes,
textures and tweeds, you can mix and match
your shade solutions for just the right look.

Traditional Window Awning
with Support Arms
Roll-up Window Awning

Fabric Door Canopy

Door Canopies
WEATHER PR OTEC TION
FOR ENTRY WAYS

Fabric canopies by NuImage® Pro
add color and style while protecting
your doorway from rain and harsh
sun. Made with Sunbrella® fabrics,
these canopies are beautiful and
made to last for years to come.
Match with our window awnings for
a coordinated look for your home.
Door canopies help to lower energy costs
by reducing solar heat gain significantly
while protecting your entryway from the
elements
Made with the highest performance fabric
on the market today: Sunbrella®
Canopies are always provided with fabric
sides for added protection
Not meant for use in snow; easy to remove
and store in winter, and quickly re-attach in
the spring

According to the U.S. Department
of Energy, window awnings can
reduce solar heat gain in the
summer by up to 65% on
south-facing windows and 77%
on west-facing windows.
– www.energy.gov

Go green while saving money on
summer home cooling costs!

CREATE YOUR OWN COMFORT ZONE!
Nuimage® Pro offers many stylish and economical solutions to protect your entryways and windows!
Our fabric door canopies and window awnings are an easy, beautiful and affordable way to add style
to any residential building. Available in many of Sunbrella’s solids, stripes, textures and tweeds,
you are certain to find the perfect fabrics that give exceptional curb appeal!

TRADITIONAL
WINDOW
AWNING WITH
SIDES
DOOR
CANOPY

ROLL-UP WINDOW
AWNING

Coordinate your awnings to create a
cohesive look for your home’s exterior.
NuImage Dealer:

www.nuimagepro.com
NIProFabric_bro_0517

